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Background



Phenomenon

Reducing 
anthropogenic 

emissions
NOx, SOx > 20%

Rapid increase in 
the liquid fuel 
surface area

in 10-100 times

Saving fuel
> 2%

*



Experiments

Typical dynamics of the puffing/micro-explosion in the experiments performed
at National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University (Diesel (90%)+water(10%))



Modelling

Reproduced from:



Micro-explosions (simple analytical model)



Assumptions



Basic equations and approximations



Boundary condition



Assumptions
The temperature of the droplet surface is assumed to be constant
during the whole period of droplet heating (not just during
individual time steps).

The effects of droplet evaporation and swelling are ignored.

All thermodynamic and transport properties (liquid thermal
conductivities, heat capacities and densities) are taken at the
initial droplet temperature.



Assumptions
The temperature of the droplet surface is assumed to be constant
during the whole period of droplet heating (not just during
individual time steps).

The effects of droplet evaporation and swelling are ignored.

All thermodynamic and transport properties (liquid thermal
conductivities, heat capacities and densities) are taken at the
initial droplet temperature.

Puffing/micro-explosion starts when the temperature at the 
water/fuel interface reaches the water boiling temperature.



Analytical solution 



Analytical solution



Results



Results

The plots predicted by the new model of temperatures inside the composite droplet (T) versus 
normalised distance from the droplet centre R/Rw at 5 instants of time: 1.1 μs (curve 1), 11 μs 
(curve 2), 0.11 ms (curve 3), 0.25 ms (curve 4) and 0.5 ms (curve 5).



Results

The values of time to puffing, predicted by the new model, versus the initial droplet diameters 
for two values of the initial droplet temperature and three values of droplet surface 
temperature (see the insert in this figure). The experimentally observed values of this time are 
shown as empty circles.





Micro-explosions (simple numerical model)



A simple numerical model 

Assumptions:
The temperature of the droplet surface is assumed to be constant during the whole period of droplet heating (not just during individual time steps).

The surface temperature is allowed to vary with time (the Robin boundary 
condition is used)

The effects of droplet evaporation and swelling can be ignored.

The effects of droplet evaporation and swelling are taken into account

All thermodynamic and transport properties (liquid thermal conductivities, heat capacities and densities) can be set at the initial droplet temperature.

The temperature and time dependence of thermodynamic and transport properties 
are taken into account

Micro-explosion starts when 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤= 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 (the boiling temperature of water)

Micro-explosion starts when 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤= 𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁 (the nucleation temperature of water)



Simple numerical model



Simple numerical model



Simple numerical model



Simple numerical model



Simple numerical model

This solution was implemented into the numerical code and used at each
time step of calculations. The dependence of all input parameters on temperature 
was taken into account. The effects of thermal swelling were taken into account
based on the following expressions:



Simple numerical model

Plots of T(ξ) for n-dodecane/water droplets at several time instants for Rd0 = 5 μm, 
Td0 = 300 K, Tg = 700 K, p = 1 atm = 101.325 kPa, Vw0 = 15% .



Simple numerical model

Plots of T(ξ) for n-dodecane/water droplets at several time instants for Rd0 = 1330 
μm, Td0 = 300 K, Tg = 773 K, p = 1 atm = 101.325 kPa, Vw0 = 20% . The effects of 
swelling were taken into account



Effect of the nucleation temperature



Effect of the nucleation temperature

We will relax our assumption that ‘Puffing/micro-
explosion starts when the temperature at the 
water/fuel interface reaches the water boiling 
temperature’.



Effect of the nucleation temperature



Effect of the nucleation temperature



Effect of the nucleation temperature



Effect of the nucleation temperature

Both      and     are predicted by the analytical solution at each time step.
Hence, the value of       can be obtained from the same solution using one of 
the correlations presented above



Effect of the nucleation temperature

The plot of dT/dt at the water/fuel interface versus time, for for Rd0 = 5 μm; the 
cross and circle indicate the time instant when Tw = TB and Tw = TN , 
respectively. 



Effect of the nucleation temperature

The plots of time evolution of Tw (thick solid), Ts (thin solid), TN (dashed-dotted), 
and TB (horizontal dashed line); the vertical dashed lines show the time instants 
when Tw = TB and Tw = TN; the calculations were performed for the same values 
of parameters as in the previous figure. 



Effect of the nucleation temperature

Rd0 = 1330 μm



Effect of the nucleation temperature



Effect of support, convection and thermal 
radiation



Effect of support, convection and thermal 
radiation

The effects of thermal radiation are 
included in the solution but have  
not been considered so far



Effect of support



Effect of support

Sc = π dtRd, where dt is the diameter of the thread, Rd is droplet radius

The effect of support is taken into account via the radiation term in the analytical solution,
assuming that heat supplied via support is homogeneously distributed over the whole 
volume of the droplet



Effect of support



Effect of convection

The effect of droplet motion on Nu is 
taken into account but not its effect on 

the recirculation inside the droplet

Non-self-consistent model!



Effect of convection



Effect of thermal radiation

where θR is the radiative temperature (equal to gas temperature when gas is optically thick 
and external temperature when gas is optically thin); σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; 
subscript l refers to liquid; Qa is the efficiency factor of absorption (assumed equal to 1).

Abramzon B and Sazhin SS (2006) Convective vaporization of fuel droplets with thermal radiation 
absorption,  Fuel 85:32-46.



Effect of thermal radiation
(experiment)



Effect of thermal radiation
(results)

The times to puffing/micro-explosion of two-component rapeseedoil/water droplets introduced 
into the ethanol (a) and propane/butane mixture (b) flames versus droplet radii. The volume 
fractions of rapeseed oil and water were 90% and 10% respectively. In both cases droplets were 
located at h= 1.5 cm where ambient gas temperatures were 1,120 K and 1,400 K for ethanol and 
propane/butane mixture flames, respectively. 



Effect of thermal radiation



‘Grouping’ effects



‘Groupin’ effects



‘Grouping’ effects

Typical video clips showing the development of puffing/micro-explosion in the lead (Droplet 1) and downstream (Droplet 2) composite droplets 
(with volume fraction of rapeseed oil and water equal to 90% and 10%, respectively), placed in air with ambient velocity 0.1 ±0.05 m/s. (a) C = 
3.25 and Ta = 485 K; (b) C = 7.5 and Ta = 497 K. 



‘Grouping’ effects

The plots of the difference between times to puffing/micro-explosion for the
downstream droplet (Droplet 2) (τp2) and the lead droplet (Droplet 1) (τ p1), Δτp =τp2 

- Τp1, versus C=L/D for composite (1) and emulsion (2) droplets. Both composite and 
emulsion droplets contained rapeseed oil (with volume fraction 90%) and water (with 
volume fraction 10%). Ambient gas temperature and velocity were 430 K, and 0:1 m/s. 
Droplet radii and L were in the ranges 0.494 to 0.907 mm and 3.11 to 10.45 mm, 
respectively.



‘Grouping’ effects
New correlations for Nu and Sh were obtained based on the numerical 
analysis of the flow and heat/mass transfer around two droplets in tandem.
These correlation were used together with the previously described non-self-consistent 
model for puffing/micro-explosion 



‘Grouping’ effects (3 droplets)



‘Grouping’ effects (3 droplets)



Puffing/micro-explosion in composite multi-
component droplets

An analytical solution to this equation was obtained and 
incorporated into a numerical code



Experimental versus modelling results

Times to puffing/micro-explosion of water/kerosene droplets versus gas temperatures, observed
experimentally (stars) and predicted by the model assuming that puffing/micro-explosion starts
when the temperature at the water/kerosene interface becomes equal to the water nucleation
temperature (Tw = TN) (curves). The solid curve shows the case when the contributions of all
kerosene components were considered; the dashed curve shows the case when kerosene was
approximated by n-decane.



Puffing/micro-explosion in composite multi-
component droplets



Effects of water subdroplet location on the start of 
puffing/micro-explosion in composite fuel-water 

droplets



Effects of water subdroplet location on the start of 
puffing/micro-explosion in composite fuel-water 

droplets



Effects of water subdroplet location on the start of 
puffing/micro-explosion in composite fuel-water 

droplets
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